
COURSE OWNER BROCHURE



Cadee is a community of 

golfers, golf instructors and golf 

courses. From stat tracking, 

connecting with fellow golfers and 

discovering new courses, Cadee is 

bringing the world’s oldest social 

game into the online space. 



What can Cadee do for 
your business?
The Cadee website is designed from the ground up to help 

golf courses grow their business. We help you acquire new 

golfers with our course directory and profile pages. We 

also help bring your existing golfers back more often with 

our social capabilities like groups and tournaments.
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Golfers are always looking for new courses to play and the first place they look is the 

Internet. Cadee is the single best resource on the web for discovering new golf courses. By 

using information such as the golfer’s current location and friend’s activity, Cadee is able to 

present the golfer with courses that are nearby and recommended by their friends. 

Get discovered
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Give golfers the info they want
Every course listed on the Cadee website has their own profile page. These pages contain 

all the information potential customers are looking for when searching for a new golf 

course to play at. We take care of technical matters like search engine optimization and 

location based targeting so you don’t need to worry about making sure your course is 

easy to find.
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Manage your information
Your course profile page houses information like your rates, scorecards, deals and more, 

with a clear and easy to understand design. All of this information is easily updated and 

changed through our administrative tools, giving you, the course owner, total control 

over your page.
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Promotions that help your bottom line
The market is saturated with discount tee times and group saving websites. Golfers have been

groomed to no longer to pay full price. They’re always looking for a deal. However discounting tee 

times hurts your bottom line and group saving coupons never deliver on the ROI they promise.

Cadee wants to put the power back in your hands by allowing you to promote value-add services 

that work for your business such as Nine & Dine specials or Stay & Play packages.

Golf courses can advertise their “deals” on their profile pages and the terms are always in the 

hands of the course operators.
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Helping golfers improve
Cadee allows golfers to post their scores to the site and track their stats. Their 

information is presented to them in interesting and meaningful ways so they can see 

how they are progressing and what they need to work on to improve. More than just a 

handicap calculator, Cadee also tracks putting, fairway accuracy and GIR percentage. 

Golfers can also compare themselves to their friends, other Cadee members, and even 

PGA Tour pros.

This benefits you as a golf course operator because you can see who is playing your 

course and how they are playing. This allows you to create a personal relationship with 

every Cadee member that comes through the door by discussing their latest rounds and 

how they are improving.
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Golfers are social. Whether it’s smack talking with their buddies, debating 
swing styles, or finding new playing partners, golfers want to connect with 
each other. As a course owner, you can create groups, tournaments, and 
leaderboards for your course. Golfers are thus encouraged to play your course 
more often so they can climb the rankings and unlock achievements.

You can create online groups to enhance your leagues such as Men’s Night. 
These groups are a great place for golfers to view scores, socialize and stir up 
some fun competition. Groups keep golfers engaged with your course even 
between rounds.

Give your golfers something  
to talk about
Give your golfers something  
to talk about
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Cadee’s tournaments feature help courses with online registration and live 
updating leaderboards. They give tournaments an online presence where 
participants can track the competition and comment on each other’s scores.

When people play your course and add scores, their activity also appears on 
your page. We automatically generate a leaderboard based on who is most 
active at your course. You can use this to identify your most loyal customers 
and send them targeted offers.

Get competitive with tournaments
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Any time a golfer adds a score, comment or review to your Cadee profile, a post is 
automatically created on that golfer’s Facebook and Twitter feeds. This gets your 
course name in front of their entire social network. 

Similarly, any updates you make on your course profile page are automatically 
reproduced on your own Facebook and Twitter pages without any additional work. 

Cadee makes your social media engagement faster and easier.

Be a part of the conversation
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Keeping golfers up to date
Each week Cadee sends out emails to its golfers containing an update of the week’s activities. 

These emails are personalized for each golfer so they only contain information the golfer cares 

about. The email contains information about their friends’ golf activity and courses in their area. 

You can include information about your course in these emails such as changing twilight hours or 

new Nine & Dine specials. This gives you the ability to reach new and existing customers and keep 

them informed of your latest promotions and information.

These emails are highly 

personalized and are never 

sent more than once per 

week. Golfers can quickly 

read through the summary of 

friends and course activity and 

the emails are never

regarded as spam. 
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Ready to get started?
We’ve got a package for everyone. With the free package you have complete control 

over your profile on Cadee. You can update your information at any time with our easy 

to use admin tools.

Package B allows you to add more detail to your profile and includes the social features 

like groups and tournaments that will keep your golfers coming back. If you’d rather 

have us manage your profile for you, package C includes dedicated publishing support. 

You can change your rates or add a new special simply by sending us an email. Package 

C also promotes your course by pushing your listing to the top of the directory pages 

and including your content in our weekly emails.

1 included

2 at a time

1 included

5 at a time

Contact details 

Reviews 

Weather indicator 

Course shared on Facebook and Twitter 

Scorecard information 

Custom info (e.g. Weddings, Clubhouse)  

Green fees  

Instructor profiles  

Leaderboard  

Groups  

Tournaments  

“Deals”  

Dedicated publishing support 

Promoted listing on directory page 

“Deals” and updates included in weekly email
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Plan A

FREE
Plan B

$99/mo
Plan C

$199/mo



Any reference to any third-party golf courses, names, or other information, by trade name, trademark, or otherwise, is for convenience or comparison only, and does not 

constitute nor imply endorsement, affiliation, or sponsorship thereof. All names, titles, likeness, and other content used or depicted in this document (even those based on 

real golf courses or real people, either living or dead) are entirely fictional. Any similarity to actual golf courses, or persons either living or dead, is purely coincidental. Any 

coincidental likeness are not real. All trademarks, service marks, product, service, or other names mentioned herein, are the property of their respective owners, and no claim 

is made to any such mark, product, service or other name. 

Copyright (c) 2011 Cadee Software Inc. 

Come tee off with us

Steve Noone O’Connor
Co-founder

steve@cadee.co

416-409-4088


